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Following on from my last
update it has been encouraging
to see the great work of the
Citizens in Policing Teams and
their volunteer programmes,
which continue to develop and
flourish across the North East.

this very important strand of
policing and I am looking
forward to working with
regional partners in developing
new strategies to progress ideas
and develop best practice
themes.

Northumbria's own volunteers
have recently been highlighted
on, “Cops in the North”, TV
programme for Operation
Checkpoint, which assists local
rural based police officers in the
prevention and detection of
crime, producing some fantastic
results and partnerships.

The National Police Support
Volunteers' meeting will be held
in Newcastle on the 26th
September 2019, and I am
delighted to extend a warm
welcome to those attending, to
collectively explore the many
positive examples of PSV work
nationally, which will assist the
working group to further
develop this area, to achieve the
vision set by Chief Constable
Lisa Winward.

At the recent meeting of the
North East Regional Citizens in
Policing Group in York, Forces
showed great enthusiasm for

And finally, good luck to all
those nominated at the Lord
Ferrer's Awards and thank-you
to all the volunteers who
strengthen our police Forces'
nationally. You really are a
source of inspiration!

GMP Volunteer Team nominated for Force

'Stars Awards’
Amanda, Mo and Amy support the central
Citizens in Policing team and were finalists in
recognition of their outstanding contributions
to policing in Greater Manchester.

Front Page:
GMP Police Support Volunteer Dennis Graham

Volunteering Matters has been produced with support from
North Yorkshire Design & Print team and Volunteer Practitioners.
Please send your articles to the Editor:
Tina.shelton@gmp.police.uk
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SPOTLIGHT on Cumbria Police Support Volunteer
Kevin became a Police Support Volunteer
(PSV) in May 2017 and joined the team in
the Public Protection Unit in South
Cumbria with a specific responsibility
around the installation, review and
removal of TecSOS devices.

Why did you become a Police Support
Volunteer and the best bit about it?
I became a Police Support Volunteer when I saw
the role advertised in my local newspaper; I
thought that it would be a challenge, but
something that I could do and it would be
interesting.

Kevin's role is to support detectives to improve
community contact, confidence, satisfaction
levels and to reduce risk to victims of Domestic
Abuse with his main role being the installation
and removal of the TecSOS that are a vital
instrument in keeping vulnerable victims of
domestic violence safe.

What do you get from being a Police
Support Volunteer?
I find being a Police Support Volunteer very
satisfying and worthwhile. I enjoy meeting people
and get to learn how some police work is carried
out. It is also a privilege to work alongside the
Police and help people in need within my local
community.

Kevin is committed to his role and can be called
upon at short notice to come in and fit devices
that are required urgently. He has shown an
ability to interact with the victims he comes into
contact with in a professional and sensitive
manner.

How do you fit in being a Police Support
Volunteer with your paid work and
family/home commitments?

Kevin recently undertook a review of all devices
on behalf of the Detective Sergeant in order to
prepare for an upgrade, spending hours of his
own time undertaking this and produced an
accurate and concise report to be presented to
the Senior Management Team.

My paid job is as a Supervisor in a residential
home for learning disabilities and mental health.
My varied shift patterns allow me quite a few
spare hours within the week to carry out my
volunteer work.

What being Cumbria's PSV of the year
means to you?

Kevin is Cumbria's PSV
of the Year 2019.

I am very pleased to receive the Police Support
Volunteer of the Year Award. It is very satisfying
to be recognised for the voluntary work I enjoy so
much. This award has given me more enthusiasm
to carry on with my voluntary role and to also
help & represent Cumbria Police.
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Police Support Volunteer case study

Hollie Griss,
Police support Volunteer
My time volunteering for Suffolk Constabulary
has given me a great chance to work on and
improve my journalistic writing, interview skills
and use of software packages, as well as the
experience of working in a busy office and gaining
an insight into the policing world. It has also given
me a higher level of self-confidence and I feel so
much more prepared for life after university!

Hollie joined the Police Support Volunteer
scheme in 2018 after deciding to include a 'Year
in Industry' as part of her degree programme.
"When I first contacted the Specials and
Volunteers Team I was unsure which department I
wanted to volunteer in, however by talking to a
member of the team, we worked out which one
would be most suited to me and went from
there."

Volunteering gives you so many opportunities
and a level of flexibility that you wouldn't have in
a normal job.

Hollie joined the Corporate Communications
department where her key focus was working on
internal communications. She would put together
weekly briefing documents, publish intranet
articles, and write and design pieces for the
internal magazine.

I couldn't have asked for a better place to spend
my year, or better people to spend it with, and
will look back on my year in Industry as one of the
highlights of my degree."

In order to be able to do these tasks, Hollie spent
time with different departments, speaking to
officers and staff about their roles and gathering
an insight into lots of different aspects of policing.

If you would like further information about
volunteering for Suffolk Constabulary, please
contact us:

"I volunteered two days a week, alongside
another voluntary role and part time job, which
amounted to a normal working week. I was able
to balance my personal commitments, and taking
time off was never an issue.

specialsandvolunteers@suffolk.pnn.police.uk
or call us on 01473 613589.
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GMP Volunteers receive commendation
from Chief Constable

The Chief Constable of Greater Manchester gives
out commendations throughout the year,
recognising members of the public and officers
for an impressive contribution to their
community.

A band of volunteers who were recruited by
Greater Manchester Police (GMP) to give peer-topeer support to older victims of fraud and cybercrime have been awarded a Chief's
Commendation at ceremony recently.
The Senior Scam Busters, which comprises of 13
predominantly older and retired people, are
trained to give fraud advice and guidance as well
as signpost people to specific agencies when
necessary.

Chief Constable
Ian Hopkins sa
id:
“Keeping Grea
ter Mancheste
r safe is no
longer just a p
olice responsib
ili
ty and
volunteers such
as the Scam Bu
sters
Team are cruci
al to supportin
g current
demand and in
creasing our en
gagement
with the comm
unities we serv
e.
“I am delighted
to present the
Scam
Busters Team w
ith this award.
Their
contribution ha
s been fundam
e
ntal in
helping to redu
ce victimisatio
n
a
nd
preventing fra
ud which can b
e
devastating to
victims financi
a
lly as well
as mentally.”

More than 1,000 reports of fraud and scams are
recorded every month across Greater Manchester
and a large percentage of these are made by
older members of the public who have fallen
victim to telephone scams, online scams and
doorstep crime.
The team identifies and contact victims over 60
years old from the reports, giving practical help
and advice over the telephone to reduce the risk
of them falling victim again.
Between them the volunteers have volunteered
nearly 700 hours between November 2018 and
April 2019, including giving presentations at
community and charity events, participating in
days of action and signposting victims to relevant
support services.
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Mini police from Gateshead
Become Social Media Soap Stars

She said: “We w
anted to hammer
home
really simple mes
sages about how
we all
can help to prev
ent crime happen
ing to
our homes. And
we needed a fres
h,
creative way of
doing it – who be
tter to
help than our fa
ntastic Mini Polic
e?
“We're very prou
d of our Mini Po
lice in
Northumbria an
d we wanted to
gi
ve
them a special pr
oject to work on
.
By all
accounts Harvey
and Thomas had
a
fantastic day an
d the school are
ve
ry
proud of them.”
There was an ov
erwhelmingly po
sitive
response from th
e public on social
media
with comments
such as - “More
of
the
same please NP!
” and “Well done
ki
ds,
absolutely brillia
nt.”

Mini Police in the North East have helped
their local Force to make a soap opera in a
bid to help crime prevention efforts.
Northumbria Police recruited budding actors
from Chopwell Mini Police to help remind the
public about basic ways to prevent a burglary in
their home.
The Force came up with the idea of producing its
very own drama which they've named 'Canny
Avenue'.
Nine-year-old pupils Harvey and Thomas from
Chopwell Primary School were the stars of the
show.
It was made entirely in-house and had support
from housing developer Bellway, who lent
Northumbria a show home from their new estate
for the filming of the drama.
It showed the characters making everyday errors
when it comes to keeping their home secure –
like leaving keys too near to a door, not closing
windows when they leave the home, or leaving
valuables on show.
The project was championed by Chief
Superintendent Sarah Pitt who leads on
volunteering for Northumbria Police.

Please follow
@northumbriapolice
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Leicestershire Cadets had a blast in Krefeld

Eight police cadets spent the
weekend in Leicester's German
twin-town, Krefeld, and swapped
their police berets for driver's
helmets as they took part in the
town's annual go-cart race, the
'Seifenkistenrennen'.
PC Furniss said: “It was a thoroughly enjoyable
experience for everyone and I found it so
interesting to see how policing works in another
country. My personal highlight was visiting the
dog section, and the cadets loved sitting on the
Force motorbikes and in the cars. I feel proud to
have represented Leicestershire Police with such
a brilliant group of Police
Cadets and hope to visit
Krefeld again someday.”

The Cadets jetted off to Krefeld early on Friday 30
August and returned Monday. Over the weekend
they were tasked with decorating their
Leicestershire Police themed soapbox ready for
the race on Sunday, and also spent a lot of time
with Krefeld Police.
Krefeld's senior officer in command welcomed
the group to the Force's
headquarters and they were
shown around the control
room and various
departments. Next was a trip
to the traffic unit where the
Cadets learned about the
methods used to police
Germany's roads. They had the
opportunity to try on some
uniform, including the
bulletproof vests, and were
given a live demonstration of how the Force use
police dogs to track suspects.

The trip was made possible
due to the close relationship
between Leicestershire's
branch of the International
Policing Association (IPA) and
the City of Leicester's
European Twinning
Association (CLETA) with the
City of Krefeld.
PC Simon O'Connell organised the trip and said:
“As an active member of the IPA it's brilliant to
help the Leicester and Krefeld Branches
reconnect. It's even better that we can involve
the Police Cadets and I hope that they will help to
maintain the future relationship we hold with our
German twin-town. A fantastic time was had by
all, and I hope to be able to return to Krefeld with
more Cadets in 2021.”

Volunteer Police Cadet Matthew Hares, 16, said:
“I'm so grateful to have had this opportunity and
would like to thank everyone who made it
possible. My favourite part was having the chance
to interact with the Krefeld Police Officers. They
hosted a BBQ for us on Saturday night and it was
really interesting hearing about their experiences.
I also had great fun driving the Leicestershire
Police soapbox on Sunday!”

The Cadets will be sending messages of thanks to
those involved in the trip, and the Force would
like to thank the IPA, CLETA and City of Krefeld for
making the trip possible.

The Cadets were accompanied by Cadet Leaders
PCSO Andrew Dunmore and PC Jade Furniss.
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Cumbria's Mini Police, mighty message:
Drive safely outside our school!

“We also need to be
aware that at these
times, there are many
young pedestrians
and new cyclists using
the roads and
pavements, so extra
care and attention is
needed when driving
and parking around
schools, not less. Encouraging people to slow
down and give themselves more time to react
and spot danger, be more aware of cyclists and
use extra caution before pulling out or into spaces
is great advice. These new signs are eye-catching
and will act as a reminder to drivers that safety
should be their priority and stop being selfish.”

Cumbria's Mini Police Scheme has gone from
strength to strength since its launch in April 2018.
With 30 schools committed to the Scheme and
almost 600 Mini Police Officers, it's a huge
platform to deliver preventative and crime
prevention messages.
The need for road safety signs was identified by a
number of Mini Police Schools, and PCSOs from
around the County who witnessed antisocial
driving and parking outside of their schools on a
regular basis.
The Citizens in Policing (CiP) Team in collaboration
with schools and the supplier, Signs Direct,
designed the signs for the schools to use in their
road safety awareness campaigns. The project
was financially supported by the Casualty
Reduction and Safer Highways (CRASH) Multiagency Group.

Cumbria Road Safety Partnership (CRSP)
Coordinator Chris Broadbent said: “This is a great
way to get young children not only thinking about
road safety from a young age but also to help
improve the safety of roads in their own
community.”

Eye catching, bright and reflective of the diversity
of the Mini Police Officers, the CiP Team hope the
signs will be a fantastic addition to the practical
side of the Mini Police's learning and will support
them in getting the message across to all those
that drive that it isn't ok to drive or park antisocially outside a school.

Carol McDonald, supplier of school road safety
signs at Signs Direct and Signs 2 Schools said: "It's
been a great pleasure working with the Citizen's
in Policing Team to create these specially
designed signs. I'm really looking forward to
seeing the Mini Police 'Parking Buddies', working
together with the fantastic Mini Police Teams, in
Cumbria and in schools all over the UK. Together,
the Mini Police and the 'Mini Police Buddies' are
on a mission to help keep children safe by
encouraging drivers to slow down and park safely,
when they do the school run."

Police and Crime Commissioner, Peter McCall
said: “The new Mini Police signs are an excellent
way of refreshing everyone's memory as to why
we must never forget safety on any roads in
Cumbria, especially those around schools. Whilst I
understand that some parents want to drive and
pick up their children as close to the school gates
as possible, anti-social parking and erratic driving
is selfish and has the potential to be dangerous.
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Mini police launches in South Yorkshire

In May 2019 South Yorkshire Police
launched the Mini Police Pilot Programme
in 12 schools
The programme focuses its engagement with a
group of ten Year 5 primary school children per
school, who receive eight educational inputs that
the Mini Police Officers then deliver to their
peers. The Mini Police will continue into year 6
and a new cohort will be recruited from the year
5s. The children will also plan and organise a
community event in the new academic year.
There has been a fantastic response to the Mini
Police Programme in South Yorkshire. All schools
contacted have taken up the Scheme and were
very excited about taking part.

At one school in particular supported by their
school governor, they had been able to produce
their own short video clips, with Mini Police
Officers acting as both officers and parents,
showing the consequences of irresponsible
parking. The dedicated PCSO also featured in the
video and once shared on social media it
attracted a number of positive comments and
attention.
https://www.facebook.com/Lifewisecentre/videos/vb.
103573726399108/3056211861120052/?type=2&the
ater

The overwhelming support of this programme in
South Yorkshire has led to a number of teachers
and parents alike asking for the programme to be
replicated at their school and further funding has
been secured to expand the programme.
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Lancashire Volunteer Partnership

The LVP partnership is unique, there are no other
public services across the UK who have used this
approach to volunteering and Lancashire is seen
as leading the way around the integration of a
Public Service Volunteer offer.

Uniformed Community Champion
We have been working to develop a Community
Champion role, this is uniformed voluntary role in the
heart of the local community linked directly to Parish
Councils. The volunteers are fully trained and provide
a visible presence being ready to assist people
wherever possible.

Much progress has been made to integrate Public
Service Volunteering across Lancashire to reduce
vulnerability and increase community resilience. In
2018/19 4,499 Volunteers supported Public Services
(including Cadets). A number of people initially
referred to us for Community Support to improve
their confidence and reduce social isolation have since
applied to volunteer with us, this reinforces the value
of a joined up approach with benefits to individuals
and reduces service demand.

We are currently undertaking a number of pilots
across the county and learning will shape and
influence the roll out of a scheme across Lancashire

Our Lancashire
We have been working this year to develop Our
Lancashire which is the new Social Action Network for
Lancashire, this project aims to:

Volunteering for young people

! Reduce demand on statutory services
! Most appropriate support for those in need

LVP has numerous opportunities for young people
including:

! Social assets can be enhanced by providing a

! Lancashire Police Cadets - 815 young people

networking platform

were supported by the cadets in 2018/19

! Step down facility
! Mapping at grass roots level enabling resource

! Fire and Rescue Cadets - 100 places
! Reading Hacks – volunteers

targeting

! Trading Standards - volunteers

It will be an on-line space where social action groups
can register and advertise their work and interest
category. Our Lancashire will be launching in
November 2019 and will be available at
www.ourlancashire.org.uk

Emergency Response Volunteers
LVP have been working closely with Lancashire
Emergency Response Team and have recruited over
100 volunteers. These volunteers have stated they
would be willing to be called in times of an emergency
when people are displaced from their homes
undertaking tasks such as assisting at rest centres,
supporting vulnerable people and providing a holding
hand to those in need of comfort and support. A
training exercise was held to test processes and the
contribution of our volunteers in providing
refreshments and reassurance to role playing
displaced residents was highly commended.
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Former postmistress becomes face of
Llandysul police station

Polly Williams - the newest person
to join the Force's team of more
than 100 volunteers
Polly is available between 9am and 1pm on
Mondays and Thursdays, and can deal with
enquiries from members of the public, Police
Officers and staff in person and over the phone.
She can also take non-urgent reports of crimes,
which will be passed on to a Police Officer or
PCSO to deal with.

As the former Postmistress for Llandysul, Polly
Williams is a familiar face in the town. But she has
now swapped the Post Office for the Police
Station as she takes on the role of Public Enquiry
Officer for Dyfed-Powys Police.
Polly is the newest person to join the Force's
team of more than 100 volunteers, which range
from Chaplains and Victim Support Officers to
Special Constables and Cadets, offering her time
to help with queries at the station. She applied
for the role in a bid to help the community of
Llandysul, where she has lived and worked for 20
years.

Inspector Christina Fraser said: “Polly will provide
a strong link between the Police and the public in
Llandysul, and we would like to thank her for
volunteering her time to us. We know how
important it is that people can come to the Police
Station and speak to someone, and we are
confident that Polly will help us to build our
relationship with the community by giving that
face-to-face contact.

ng
e it was a thrivi
er
h
d
ve
o
m
I
“When
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n
si
t
u
b
e,
g
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closed,”
Post Office has
Banks and the
help
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d
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n
a
w
“I
.
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a
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d now I can be
n
a
,
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o
g
l
u
ys
not
keep Lland
e and talk to –
m
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to
le
p
eo
p
face for
hone
speak on the p
to
ts
n
a
w
e
n
yo
ever
or go online.”

“Her help with administration and general duties
will allow our staff to spend more time out of the
station and to be more visible around Llandysul,
which we are confident people living in the town
will appreciate.”
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Volunteer Police Archivist Marks
'Green Bicycle Murder' Centenary
Robin Jenkins and Jenny Moran (Head
Archivists at Leicestershire and Rutlands
Records Office), Leicestershire Police's
Chief Constable Simon Cole and Volunteer
Archivist Neil Bell.

discussed what we could do to commemorate Bella's
life, the case and life in Leicester at the time. We
agreed on a timeline running from 100 years after the
date of the crime in July, to 100 years after the date of
the trial, which will be June 2020.
“I've worked closely with the DMU Heritage Centre to
plan an exhibition which is now open to the public. It
houses papers from national archives, original inquest
papers, PC Hall's private notes and also fantastic
replicas of PC Hall's cape, Bella's bicycle and the
notorious green bicycle.

Police Support Volunteer Neil Bell took on the role of
Leicestershire Police's Archivist three years ago as he
was considering writing a book on the history of the
Force, but needed access to the historical archives.
Since then he's volunteered on a vast number of
projects for the Force including marking the centenary
of the 'green bicycle murder', one of the most
infamous unsolved crimes of Leicestershire.

“The green bicycle on display was actually dragged
out of a canal in Dublin and bought to Leicester. It's
the exact same style of bike and you can hardly tell
the difference between this one and the photos of the
original green bicycle.

The Green Bicycle Murder involved 21-year-old factory
worker Bella Wright. She was mysteriously killed after
being shot in the head, and was last seen riding her
bicycle alongside an individual with a green bicycle.
The crime was never solved however folklore suggests
a number of different theories for her death.

“I find the case extremely interesting as there are so
many questions to it, and once you think you've
answered one, another arises. It's interesting on so
many levels and I am thoroughly enjoying my work on
it. I'd strongly encourage anyone in the Leicester
vicinity to stop by and have a look.”

Former soldier, Ronald Light was arrested and charged
with her murder, following the work of PC Alfred Hall.
However, Light was later acquitted after his Barrister,
Sir Edward Marshall Hall, cast doubts over much of
the evidence.

The exhibition is open to the public from now until
February 2020 at De Montfort University's Heritage
Centre.
Leicestershire Police's Chief Constable Simon Cole
opened the exhibition and said: “This is a sad story,
with a remarkable trial. In its time it dominated the
media, locally and nationally and even today people
are still talking about it.

After his acquittal, Light told Superintendent Bowley,
of Leicestershire Police, that he had killed Bella by
accident when his gun went off. However, a retrial in
those days was not possible.

“In policing terms, you always think if that happened
now, what would the outcome be? It is fascinating and
I'm sure it would now have a different outcome.

Archivist Neil, who works full time as a Court Clerk at
Leicester Crown Court, has always been intrigued by
law and crime. He said: “I first became interested in
the Whitechapel murders when I was 12-years-old,
and as I've got older I've studied it a lot. My ultimate
interest lays in how a case is investigated historically,
so it's been brilliant to have been involved in the
Green Bicycle Murder Centenary.

“I am always keen to remember Bella. She was a
young woman with her life ahead of her. This is her
story.”
To find out more about the exhibition and further
talks and events about the green bicycle murder,
please visit https://www.dmu.ac.uk/aboutdmu/heritage-centre/the-green-bicycle-mystery.aspx

“I first raised the subject of the centenary with De
Montfort University in March 2018 and we formed a
steering group with Leicester City Council, Ride
Leicester, the Law Society and Little Theatre. We
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'Back to school' Jamaican Super signs up as a
South Wales Student Volunteer

Deputy Superintendent Tanisha PatrickEllison and winner of the Chevening
Scholarship has signed up to the Force
Student Volunteer Scheme to learn more
about the way the scheme is policed,
communicate and engage with communities.
Tanisha has been an Officer for the Jamaica
Constabulary Force for nine years, and spurred
on by her husband a previous winner of the
Chevening Award, she was successful in her
application to study at the Cardiff School of
Journalism.
Chevening is the UK Government's
international Award Scheme funded by the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office and offers
a unique opportunity for future leaders and
influencers from all over the world to develop
professionally and academically and build
lasting positive relationships with the UK.
When asked why Tanisha chose to study an
M.A. in International Public Relations and
Global Communications Management she said,
“The core of my application centred around
my passion for communication which I feel is
essential and needs to improve both within
our Jamaica Force and within our
communities.
“Cardiff University was ranked in the top five
of the UK so it was a no-brainer, and that's
where I found out about Student Volunteers
and met PC Mike Neate. I made the most of
the opportunity to find out more and signed
up immediately.”

“My experience through volunteering has been so
rewarding, it's awesome –really! I have joined other
volunteers on walkabouts in the communities, and
students safety campaigns, learnt a lot culturally, it’s
local cultures that make the difference in policing.
“Mike's relationship with the students and the trust
in relationships that are built through the
programme is definitely something I'll be taking
back with me to share and implement.”
Her most memorable experience in her journey so
far is how impactful the drive to increase diversity
and inclusiveness has been. She has seen this first
hand at lectures, at events, and through policing
campaigns.
She continues, “When people feel included they are
more likely to adopt the kind of behavioural
changes we need whether that's towards crime
prevention, volunteering or sharing
information/reporting crime.”
To complement her studies Tanisha visited the
Force Communications Teams and got a taste of the
volume and type of work that takes place within the
department. She spoke with members of the Press,
Marketing and Internal Communications, Design
and Photography and Film Teams. Tanisha says
she'd love to work with the teams when her course
finishes to be able to take back and implement
some of the communications and engagement
approaches in the Jamaica Force.
When Tanisha finishes her studies she hopes to see
more of the country before she returns to Jamaica.
Based on recommendations she hopes to visit
Brecon and experience the waterfall walk; visit the
zip wire attraction in North Wales and lastly and by
no means least she will visit Barry Island.
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GMP Citizens in Policing Support 999 Day

The GMP Senior Scambusters volunteered in partnership with Barclays staff who were on
a corporate volunteering day – educating the community on fraud prevention together.
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West Yorkshire Cadets

GMP Cadet Courageous Act

With summer approaching, Leeds West Police
Cadets completed their community volunteering
activities and were one step closer to their silver
Duke of Edinburgh Awards.
At their end of year award ceremony, one Cadet
won an award for achieving the most volunteering
hours. Whilst most Cadets were able to commit
more than the required hour per week for six
months, Bradley Craig tripled that and in doing so
won the 'Impact of Volunteering' Trophy. The
trophy, an enormous wooden mallet, was found in
undergrowth earlier in the year by the cadets
volunteering on a community clear up. They
decided to keep it as a souvenir of the day and thus,
after a little restoration, it became the trophy it is
now. Brad will have his name engraved on a plaque
on the reverse of the trophy.
Brad completed most of his volunteering working at
a local junk food project café and by helping out on
clear ups in his community, although his most
unusual undertaking was building a police
scarecrow for the Neighbourhood Policing Team's
stall at Cookridge Scarecrow Festival. During his two
years with us, Brad made an enormous impact and
the Force wish him well.

On the 21st June 2019, a male was found
unconscious in the canal at Stalybridge.
The person who initially found him was
struggling to get the male out of the
water, when a passer-by, Callum
Connelly, a Tameside Volunteer Police
Cadet, jumped in to assist.
Callum assisted with getting the male out
of the water and commenced CPR.
Despite the male initially showing signs
of life, unfortunately he passed away a
few days later.
As unfortunate as the subsequent
passing is, this does not alter the
intentions and actions of Callum, who
showed great responsibility throughout
this courageous act.
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